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Squared Cheese Pie with “Graviera” 
salty traditional cheese and
caramelized onions  

The sweetness of the caramelized onions 
and the semi-spicy saltiness of the “Ke-
falograviera” along with the spices create 
a pie that captures all the essence of the 
Greek gastronomical culture. 

Squared Cheese Pie with “Anthotyro” 
white cheese

Taste the mouth-watering flaky crust,
the delicious intensity of the traditional
“Anthotyro” and the exquisite
combination of all the ingredients. 

Squared Vegetable Pie with “Myzithra” 
white soft cheese

Follow the herbs and the crunchy
freshness of the well-selected
vegetables from certified producers. Fol-
low the tasteful beauty of a pie that feels 
like home, with a yummy twist.

Taste of purity!

From North to South, from the big capital to the tiniest Aegean island, Greece is full of 
culinary miracles, different pie recipes and fine products. Every pie in Dorikon is a fresh, 
brand new experience of taste straight from the heart of Greek gastronomy.

Taste of Greek culture!

The story of a pie. A beloved pie in every possible shape and form. A memory flavour 
strictly related to the Greek culinary history. A special dish made by people who truly 
know how to embed a rich, full of diversity culture into a delicious you will never 
forget.      

Squared Cream Pie “Bougatsa”
traditional product of Thessaloniki

It’s the milk, the butter and the delight-
ful vanilla that makes the difference. 
It’s the way the homemade crust from 
Thessaloniki covers with its lightness the 
heavenly richness of the cream. Last but 
not least? Cinnamon!

“Kaisareia” Special Pie with
traditional “Pastourmas” from beef 

What do you have when you put
together the uniqueness of some
traditional beef Pastourmas and the 
delish superiority of some luscious 
“Graviera” cheese? Yes, you got it right. 
Magic!

Squared Mediterranean Pie with 18 
vegetables & herbs

Let the veggie power begin! A 
mouth-watering garden full of 18
vegetables, herbs, purity and delicious 
crispiness. Grab a crunchy bite and
appreciate all the beautiful gifts that 
Greek nature has to offer.
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Taste of tradition!

Since 1970 and for two generations now, Dorikon has succeeded in uniting  
authentic traditions, intense creativity, strong expertise, market knowledge, 
high-quality products, fresh innovation and pure vision into every pie,
every crispy crust, every delicious filling.  

Taste of innovation!

Based on your professional everyday needs, Dorikon has created and proudly 
presents an official certified patent. This transforms completely the procedure 
of cutting your pie into pieces whilst making the serving phase, a piece of…pie! 
Dorikon’ pies are perfectly sliced by design, which makes both the baking
and the serving stage easier, faster, and thus, more profitable for your company. 


